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Summary.— Land conflicts in many parts of the world indicate pressures for change in the property rights institutions governing land acquisition and land use. Whether or not institutional change occurs depends on the incentives and capacities of political actors. This article argues that the legal environment is one factor influencing incentives for institutional change. Three case studies of land governance in Southeast Asia’s palm oil industry illustrate three types of legal environment—rule-by-law legalism, legal pluralism and lawlessness, or routinized illegality. The cases show that the legal environment shapes modes of resistance to property reallocations in the palm oil industry. Rule-by-law legalism supports legalized modes of resistance through the court system. In contrast, legal pluralism and lawlessness favor the use of political strategies to contest property reallocations. The mode of resistance in turn determines whether actors acquiring property have incentives to gain legal cover, or whether investing in political resources is more rewarding. Although the effectiveness of resistance is largely determined by the distribution of political resources, the mode of resistance helps explain whether there is demand for property rights institutions that offer generalized legal certainty in property protection. Path-dependence arising from the legal environment therefore influences the direction of institutional change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many developing countries, property rights institutions governing land access and ownership are complex, changing, and contested (Boone, 2014; Hall, Hirsch, & Li, 2011; Neef, 2014). Large-scale land acquisitions for plantation agriculture have raised the visibility of property conflicts and drawn attention to the diversity of property regimes across the world (White, Borras, Hall, Scoones, & Wolford, 2012). Amidst this complexity and change, it is often not clear what change is occurring and why, particularly in terms of the relationship between property rights and law. Legal certainty in property rights protection is influentially argued to be the pivot upon which “high-quality” development depends (Acemoglu, Johnson, & Robinson, 2001; Bates, 2001; Rodrik, 2000). Yet reforms intended to create greater legal certainty in property rights protection have in many cases produced perverse social effects and privileged political insiders (German & Schoneveld, 2013; Oldenburg & Neef, 2014; Peters, 2014). Land conflicts are often shaped by processes of social negotiation and interpretation rather than by legal rules (Van Leeuwen & Van Der Haar, 2016). In part because legal reforms to property rights systems often fail, increasing scholarly attention has been directed to explaining change in property rights institutions.

Such institutional change is a fundamentally political project. Land tenure regimes, understood as “property regimes that define the manner and terms under which rights in land are granted, held, enforced, contested and transferred”, constitute political order and shape patterns of land conflict (Boone, 2014, p. 4). Change in the property regime is therefore inevitably political, but it is structured by institutional context. This article examines property rights institutions as they have governed land acquisition and land use in a large-scale and rapidly growing industry, Southeast Asia’s palm oil industry. It argues that both the legal environment and the distribution of political resources affect incentives for change in the property rights regime. In making this claim, the article proposes that the legal environment can be usefully differentiated in ways that go beyond the issue of “more” or “less” legal certainty or distance from the rule of law. Three cases from Southeast Asia all show large deviations from the rule of law, or generalized legal certainty in property rights protection, but in different ways. “Rule-by-law legalism” prevails in the case of Sarawak in Malaysia, “legal pluralism” in West Kalimantan in Indonesia and “lawlessness” or routinized illegality in Indonesia’s Riau province. These differences in the legal environment have shaped patterns of resistance to property reallocations in the palm oil industry and incentives for change in the property regime. Incentives for institutional change thus reflect path-dependent processes arising from the legal environment, as well as exogenous change to the distribution of political resources.

The Sarawak case shows that the legal environment exerts an independent effect despite a high level of political centralization and very few constraints on those holding political power. Sarawak’s legal system has been functional and legalism, or “rule by law”, is entrenched as a mode of governance. This has opened up legalized avenues of resistance and—even though such avenues have led to very limited successes on the part of those contesting coercive property reallocations—an incentive to secure legal cover for property acquisitions by the powerful. Path dependence arising from the legal environment can also be seen in the cases of Riau and West Kalimantan in Indonesia. Here, decisive political change in...
the form of decentralization and democratization from 2001 diffused political power and introduced constraints on those holding political office. But Indonesia’s chronically dysfunctional and confused legal system meant that in both the authoritarian and democratic eras, property rights have not been enforced using legal means. However, an increase in the status of customary law has created an environment of legal pluralism in West Kalimantan. This has led to customary law figuring in the property regime as a negotiating resource in this province, and in this way law has become a factor shaping outcomes in property conflicts. In contrast, in Riau, there has been almost no recourse to customary law in property conflicts and the property rights regime governing land for palm oil remains “lawless” in the sense that legal restraints have little effect on the ground. In consequence, resistance to coercive property reallocations in Riau has largely not taken legal form and those benefitting from such reallocations have little incentive to gain legal cover for their acquisitions.

2. THEORIZING CHANGE IN PROPERTY RIGHTS INSTITUTIONS

Formal property rights defined in law and enforced in ways that give rise to generalized expectations of property rights protection through legal means have come to represent something of a gold standard for property rights institutions in mainstream development policy circles (Haggard, MacIntyre, & Tiede, 2008; North, 1995). Broadly liberal approaches to property rights that uphold this view link property rights institutions and the rule of law through the stipulation that secure property rights are defined in law and protected through legal means, at least consistently enough to ensure generalized expectations of enforcement. The rule of law thus becomes an element of a desirable property rights regime.

The rule of law has different facets and is subject to competing measures (Haggard & Tiede, 2011; Skaaning, 2010). A general definition holds that the rule of law is “a system of previously enacted clear and general rules accompanied with abstract reasoning that constrains the discretion of a governing body” (Hudfield & Weingast, 2014). Property rights institutions that reflect the rule of law are therefore ones where property rights are bestowed and transferred according to processes recognized in law.

(a) Political conditions

How do formally legalized property rights institutions come about? The New Institutional Economics (NIE) school has set out a theory of institutional change that resonates with liberal approaches in depicting a “virtuous circle” of political pluralism leading to the rule of law and generalized legal protection of property rights (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012). In this line of thinking, institutional change is driven by the need of an absolutist political ruler to strike a bargain with other actors, very often commercial elites on whose investment the ruler depends (North & Weingast, 1989). In order to commit credibly to such a bargain, a ruler needs to limit his or her own capacity for capricious behavior. This may lead rulers to introduce institutional innovations that create self-binding mechanisms, such as judicial independence or the devolution of power to parliament (Stasavage, 2002).

In the post-decolonization era, international development organizations such as the World Bank have attempted to bring about institutional change in the direction of the rule of law and liberal property rights institutions. From the Cold War-era “law and development” movement to its current incarnation in governance reform and rule of law advocacy (Krever, 2011), such efforts have supported legal reform programs through actions such as funding national land titling schemes or providing legal expertise. However, many legal reform programs failed to produce their intended outcomes. The outcomes associated with reforms to legalize property rights are very mixed, and reformist projects frequently have adverse impacts on local livelihoods and access to land (Hall et al., 2011; Oldenburg & Neef, 2014; Peters, 2014; Spiegel, 2012).

Such failures point to the need for local actors to champion reforms if they are to be effective (Newton, 2008). Following this pathway, a key determinant of institutional change toward a liberal property rights regime that protects the interests of the vulnerable and politically marginalized is the existence of influential actors with an interest in generalized property protection. We can assume that all holders of property prefer that their own claims be made secure at the least personal cost. This does not always translate into a preference for generalized, rule-based property protection. Empirical studies have found widespread support for formal titling and legal enforcement of such titles, both on the part of those whose property claims remain insecure and by powerful actors able to use the titling process as a route to acquiring property (Hall et al., 2011). Yet, influential actors have not always favored generalized or clear property rights regimes (Binswanger, Deininger, & Feder, 1995). In Southeast Asia, colonial authorities attempted to introduce “modern” property rights regimes defined in law, meeting strong opposition from rulers in independent Siam, who understood the reforms as threatening (Larsson, 2013). In practice, colonial authorities—and their post-independence successors—were highly selective in terms of who was accorded legal rights to property in land.

The time horizon of ruling elites may explain whether they have a preference for generalized, rule-based property protection (Acemoglu, Johnson, & Robinson, 2002). Uncertainty also tilts preferences toward a property regime that provides for generalized clarity and security in property rights. Faced with uncertain, legal property protection, for example, Russia’s post-transition “violent entrepreneurs”, who accumulated wealth through coercive and extra-legal means, developed preferences for more legalized protection (Volkov, 2002). Investors facing such uncertainty have in some places formed coalitions to promote a generalized, rule-based property protection regime (Markus, 2012).

Fundamentally, uncertainty occurs when rival claimants (whether dispossessed original owners or newcomers) can impose costly resistance on those favored by particularistic protection. Coercively imposed property regimes incur monitoring and enforcement costs (Levi, 1988). More generally, a lack of state legitimacy in the eyes of the society it governs undermines the rule law (Dawson, 2013). As resistance to coercive reallocations of property rises, the more those benefitting from such reallocations will need to spend on particularistic protection. At some point, even those actors who previously benefited from particularistic property protection (and the insecurity of others’ property rights) will prefer a property regime that provides for generalized security. Resistance, therefore, is an important determinant of change in the property rights regime.

Resistance may also shape the property rights regime more directly, as both overt resistance and low-profile acts of evasion (Scott, 1990) produce changes that are institutional as well as political. As shown in the work of Scott (1990,
practices such as under-reporting of assets, obfuscation of ownership, and the construction of enabling narratives are acts of resistance that can erode the effectiveness of rules fashioned and enforced by dominant actors. Thus while “institutional structure [of the land tenure regime] shapes politics” (Boone, 2014, p. 8), the practices fashioned in response to the prevailing property regime can also bring about incremental shifts in the *de facto* functioning of property-related rules and institutions.

**The legal environment**

The legal environment shapes resistance to the property regime and the distribution of property rights within it by enabling—or precluding—particular strategies of either overt resistance or hidden evasion. Three types of legal environment are discussed here, each associated with different dynamics and incentives for change.

(i) **Rule-by-law legalism**

Much of East Asia has been governed by “legalism” or “rule by law”, in which law is an instrument of government rather than a restraint on it (Clark, 1999; Jayasuriya, 1999). A shift toward the rule of law (on some measures) only occurred in a few of the more democratic East Asian countries since the early 2000s (Hamilton-Hart, 2014). Instrumental legalism, while far from the rule of law, can pave the way for more generalized legal protections. E.P. Thompson’s (1975) seminal study of the emergence of new private property laws in England at the turn of the eighteenth century showed that those holding political power made blatantly instrumental use of law in order to amass and cement wealth. Despite this instrumentalism, the fact that the new oligarchic elite chose to use the law to acquire and protect property provided the basis for the later evolution of more generalized property rights protection through the rule of law, as those dispossessed learnt to use the legal system and were able to press their own claims through legal avenues. Given that elites face some compulsion to uphold the bases for their claim to power (Scott, 1990, p. 11–18), a system that enshrines legality as a key principle offers marginalized groups potential avenues for resistance through the legal system. Similarly, a recent study of rule-by-law legalism in authoritarian countries shows that even authoritarian governing elites can have a functional interest in legal system autonomy, which can produce unpredicted consequences in the form of legal restraints on ruling elites (Ginsburg and Mousafa, 2008).

Drawing on these insights, the Sarawak case presented below illustrates the proposition that rule-by-law legalism influences patterns of resistance to coercive property reallocations. Formal legalism is unlikely to constrain powerholders when power is extremely centralized, but it does create legal avenues of resistance and therefore incentives for even the powerful to gain legal cover for their acquisitions.

(ii) **Legal pluralism**

Legal environments characterized by legal pluralism create different incentives for change. Although almost all legal systems are in some sense pluralistic, the term is used here in its original sense of describing the “plurality of legal orders” created by the intrusion of European colonial law in contexts where indigenous legal traditions operated according to very different precepts (Merry, 1988). Legal pluralism thus exists where two (or more) such systems of law co-exist within the same territorial jurisdiction, each operating according to different jurisprudential norms and applying substantively different rules.

The potential conflict among competing legal orders creates uncertainty that is inherent to pluralistic legal environments (Tamanaha, 2008). Which rules will apply and which legal authorities will adjudicate? This itself makes it harder for the uncertainty-reducing functions of legalized property rights institutions to work as supposed in NIE-influenced theorizations. It is also characteristic of the legal pluralism in post-colonial societies that indigenous legal institutions create legal rights and responsibilities that are at least in part specific to particular groups, defined by ethnic, religious or kinship identifications. In such contexts, attempts to introduce liberal property regimes based on generalized application of the law are fundamentally threatening to local authorities who enjoy discretionary power on the basis of ascriptive identity and local status (Boone, 2007, 2014).

The potential for forum-shopping and the uneven access to different legal institutions creates a further source of uncertainty in environments characterized by legal pluralism, but the pluralism itself can be a source of change as different orders impinge on each other (Benjamin, 2008; Meinzen-Dick & Pradhan, 2002). How such changes play out will depend on the specifics of local context. Technocratic actors in international development agencies, for example, may support greater legal pluralism as a means to promoting the “rule of law” as a developmental project (Jayasuriya, 2012). However, the groups empowered by the increasing status of customary law have strong interests in maintaining the distinctive, generally localized, bases of institutional authority of customary law, even as they press for greater statutory recognition of customary law. To the extent that rising groups are able to secure their demands for change within a pluralistic framework, legal pluralism is likely to prove resilient, rather than being a pathway to a property rights regime characterized by legal certainty (Fitzpatrick, 2007b).

(iii) **Lawlessness, or routinized illegality**

A final variant in the range of legal environments discussed here can loosely be described as “lawless”, although it is characterized by routinized illegality rather than the absence of law. Such a legal environment may look superficially like the legal pluralism of rule-by-law systems, in that a plethora of laws is likely to exist, but law does not restrain the powerful. Governments that routinely break their own legal rules (and allow politically privileged private individuals legal impunity) often still pass many laws and invoke them frequently. Indonesia’s long-lived authoritarian New Order regime (1966–98), for example, was known for widespread illegal action by state officials despite its repeated claims of being a state based on law (Lindsey, 1999). This continues in the post-democratization era, when “the involvement of state officials in illegal activity is both ubiquitous and a matter of public knowledge” (Aspinall & van Klinken, 2011). This type of illegality differs from rule-by-law legalism in the effective irrelevance of legal institutions: courts are rarely used to settle disputes and, even if law is invoked, law is not an effective instrument of rule compared to control of political and coercive resources.

NIE-influenced approaches to institutional change implicitly view such legal environments as either preceding the evolution of modern state institutions or reflecting their breakdown (Bates, 2001). Institutional change thus occurs as a result of the emergence of centralizing power, which then becomes restrained (or not) according to the shifts in the distribution of power and the ruler’s time horizon (Hanson, 2014). “Lawless” environments in which illegality is routinized are not, however, necessarily disorderly. They often exist in contexts such as Indonesia, where the state apparatus is far from nas-
cent or lacking in power (Anderson, 1983; Aspinall & van Klinken, 2011). They may well be functional enough on many metrics to mean that incentives for institutional change are only weakly present.

Property regimes governed by routinized illegality can be remarkably resilient, even when faced with political change that injects greater plurality and uncertainty in the distribution of political power. In liberal models, the uncertainty generated by a changing distribution of power incentivizes elites to press for more legalized forms of property protection, in an attempt to freeze their current property claims. This pathway to institutional change, however, is not the only possible outcome from the diffusion of political power. In contexts marked by informality and illegality, political patronage can, even in highly fragmented political systems, yield sufficient assurances and accommodate rising groups (Aspinall, 2013). When political power rather than legal formalities govern the enforcement of property claims, those benefitting have little incentive to secure legal cover for coercive acquisitions. Any consequent conflict is more likely to be played out in political rather than legal arenas, thus it is more important to acquire directly coercive and political resources rather than seek formal legal status for property claims.

In sum, legal environments characterized by rule-by-law legalism, legal pluralism, and routinized illegality represent qualitative differences in the property rights regime, rather than different degrees of legal certainty. Recognizing this qualitative variation allows us to supplement theories of institutional change that emphasize political conditions. NIE models generally suppose a single trajectory of change toward a property rights regime based on the rule of law, in which change in the distribution of political power from absolutist to more plural distributions forces a degree of self-restraint on the ruler. In contrast, scholarship on legalism, legal pluralism, and illegality suggests that institutional change in the property rights regime is path-dependent, with the initial legal environment shaping incentives for institutional change in ways that a focus on the distribution of political resources cannot account for.

3. CASES

West Kalimantan and Riau provinces of Indonesia and the Malaysian state of Sarawak each represent different legal environments and provide evidence of differing incentives for institutional change in the property rights regime. From the 1990s until recently, Sarawak, West Kalimantan and Riau all stood at the frontier of the palm oil industry, as it rapidly expanded beyond established plantations in Peninsula Malaysia and North Sumatra (Pye & Bhattacharya, 2013). A fundamental feature of the property regime governing land acquisition for oil palm in each case was its ability to reallocate land rights from those who had pre-existing ownership claims to others who were willing to cultivate the crop (Hamilton-Hart, 2015).

Studies of the palm oil industry in Southeast Asia document the extensive patronage that has underpinned the industry (McCarthy, Gillespie, & Zen, 2012; Varkkey, 2012; Varkkey, 2015). The partnerships embedded in these informal relational ties functioned to “diffuse conflict and minimize potential disruptions to plantation production and expansion” (McCarthy et al., 2012, pp. 562–563). But informal mechanisms for collaboration do not fully resolve the issue of resistance. As a study of land governance in Indonesia has noted, democratization “has emboldened landowners. With overt coercion reduced, the costs of non-compliance have decreased. Meanwhile, there has been a parallel rise in a right-based consciousness among a newly empowered citizenry” (Davidson, 2010, p. 476).

Land conflicts associated with palm oil expansion are now pervasive across Indonesia and Malaysia. These conflicts have taken different forms. Where the legal infrastructure is disorganized, unreliable, and inaccessible, as in Riau, resistance to land reallocations for oil palm has mainly been physical and directly political. In West Kalimantan, physical protests have been increasingly accompanied by semi-legalized avenues of resistance as customary law has gained status, albeit played out more as a negotiating resource than through the court system. In Sarawak, a formally legalized environment has structured patterns of resistance, with land disputes processed through the court system far more than elsewhere. The three cases suggest that legalized forms of resistance create incentives to gain formal legal cover for property claims, even for those able to secure advantage via informal relational ties. In plural or lawless legal environments, the property regime remains a negotiated one even when shifting power balances force an adjustment to property claims.

(a) Legalism: Sarawak

Sarawak’s legal environment, like that of the rest of Malaysia, is one that meets the definition of legalism, or rule by law (Jayasuriya, 1999; Wong, 2008). The legal system is relatively efficient and functional, as measured on indicators such as time taken by the courts to rule on cases and perceived judicial independence (Kauffman & Kray, 2015). However, legal rules are often used instrumentally by political powerholders in Malaysia and the judiciary has faced episodes of overt political interference (Harding, 2012). Land governance in Sarawak shows both sides of rule-by-law systems: a relatively orderly, frequently used court system and body of land law, together with a lack of legal restraint on political authority.

Malaysia’s constitution entrusts land administration to the states and in Sarawak land allocation and classification is carried out by the State Planning Authority, an agency under the Chief Minister’s Office, together with the state-level Ministry of Resource Planning and Environment and its subsidiary departments, notably the Land and Survey Department. The Chief Minister has controlled all these organizations and enjoyed almost unrestricted discretion in matters of land classification and allocating concessions to use land (Aeria, 2002). As an instrument of the Chief Minister, the Sarawak civil service has been implicated in widespread patronage, particularly in the timber industry, which paved the way for oil palm (Ross, 2001; Straumann, 2014).

The 1958 Land Code recognized large areas of Sarawak as subject to “Native Customary Rights” (NCR), and most oil palm planting has occurred on state land and land recognized as subject to Native Customary Rights (NCR) claims. The legal status of the rights enjoyed by NCR claimants has been contested. The Land Code granted customary owners uses-rights, but ownership resided in the state until formally alienated to individual owners through titling. Although customary owners able to prove continuous occupation may apply for title, few have succeeded (Majid Cooke, 2012; Ngidang, 2002, 2005). Nonetheless, the Malaysian courts have offered potential, if somewhat inconsistent, pathways for pursuing customary land claims based on occupation. One avenue has been through the common law principle of rights gained through effective occupation. Although Sarawak (like the other territories that later formed Malaysia) formally adopted a Torrens-type system of title through registration in the colo-
nial period, customary law and English common law principles retain status (Wong, 2008, pp. 15, 69–70; Bulan, 2006). An alternative legal pathway arises from the constitutional recognition of rights of customary communities and international law protecting indigenous rights (Nesadurai, 2010). Here court rulings have diverged—on the one hand, the courts have recognized land as part of a constitutionally mandated right to life, but an influential ruling simultaneously decided this right could be curtailed through properly-made law (Suhakam, 2013; UNDP (United Nations Development Programme), 2013). In practice, claimants without formal title have not had secure property rights and securing legal title to NCR land has been so cumbersome that few have succeeded—except when title is tied to oil palm development (Majid Cooke, 2012). Gaining title to NCR land via oil palm development has occurred through an institutional innovation known as the NCR Joint Venture, or NCR-JV, whereby customary owners surrender their land to palm oil development and receive a share of a joint venture with a plantation company and a state agency (Bulan, 2006; Fold & Hansen, 2007, pp. 156–61).

Sarawak’s formally functional legal environment has shaped patterns of resistance to coercive land reallocations. Initially, timber and palm oil companies with close patronage relationships to the Chief Minister (Straumann, 2014) benefited from the state’s legal action against those protesting land transfers to the companies. Sometimes, however, the courts dismissed the charges, often on procedural grounds (Majid Cooke, 2003; World Rainforest Movement & Sahabat Alam Malaysia, 1990). Concurrently, indigenous land claimants acting to represent particular community-based customary owners (generally representing particular traditional “longhouses” in which customary rights reside) started articulating legal avenues for defending NCR property claims, bringing the first lawsuit against two companies and the Sarawak government in 1988, followed by three cases against companies for trespassing on NCR land (World Rainforest Movement & Sahabat Alam Malaysia, 1990), p. 151–174). As the local press noted, palm oil development under the NCR-JV framework has “led to an increase in litigation cases” brought by NCR claimants over terms of provisional leases, and the Kuching High Court has sometimes found in favor of the NCR claimants (Borneo Post, 2001). Since the late 1990s, the courts have increasingly recognized oral history and community mapping evidence as sufficient of continuous occupation of specific land areas and thereby establish title. Over the next decade, the number of NCR-related court cases continued to increase (Borneo Post Online, 2014).

Dispossessed claimants have had only limited successes: many cases are dismissed, court rulings typically take years, and legal victories are often undone by subsequent executive action, or simply languish unenforced (Nesadurai, 2010; UNDP, 2013). Legalized resistance has been countered by an instrumental use of the legal system. For example, a legal amendment classifying agricultural plantations as in the public interest allowed the State Planning Authority to expropriate land for oil palm development (Fold & Hansen, 2007, pp. 153; Majid Cooke, 2006). Formal expropriation, however, carried implicit recognition of prior ownership, rather than simply usufruct rights, which theroeto had been the dominant state interpretation of untitled NCR claims. In another move, the government legislated to make unauthorized map-making illegal, after some litigants successfully established NCR claims using community mapping techniques (Straumann, 2014).

Those holding political power in Sarawak (being, for over thirty years, the Chief Minister and his close family, business, and political associates) are not restrained by the law, but the legalization of resistance over more than twenty years has created an interest in gaining legal cover for coercive or otherwise murky land acquisitions. Land transfers to privileged actors, either through the direct grant of title or under the terms of NCR-JV projects, gain legalized form through official record keeping, despite originating from extra-legal coercion and favor. Political power in Sarawak has been sufficiently centralized to overcome resistance to coercive land transfers. However, by the early 2010s it was foreseeable that power would slip from the hands of the Chief Minister, who resigned in late 2014 after 34 years in office. Before he stepped down, leaked data showed that large amounts of land had been transferred to family members and friends of the Chief Minister, without public tenders or other procedures required by law in the disposal of state assets (Sarawak Report, 2011). Notably, the beneficiaries found it worthwhile to have their claims officially recorded with the land registry, thereby legalizing their ownership.

Capacities for resistance by dispossessed land owners may increase with the diffusion of power after Taib’s resignation, although the scope for greater political pluralism at the state level could be undercut by the federal government’s increasingly desperate attempts to quell dissent as it faces an unprecedented corruption scandal (Chin, 2016). Given the federal political executive’s ultimate control of the Malaysian court system (Harding, 2012), it is possible that a slide toward more personal and arbitrary rule will undercut the courts as a meaningful arena for contestation. Such a development would, however, mark a significant shift away from the legalism that has until now prevailed in Malaysia. The other possibility is that as the political elite becomes more fractured, a degree of pluralism will pave the way for the courts to play an even more central role in adjudicating disputes. In this scenario, even those previously favored by particularistic interventions will have a material stake in the legalization and protection of property claims on a generalized basis. Although any such change will be highly contingent, in many ways the infrastructure has been laid down. Precedent-setting court rulings in 2001 and 2005 recognized the common law status of customary inalienable property rights, with the common law interpretation of political elites over the preceding forty years (Bulan, 2006). This opportunity for judicial assertiveness was only possible because Sarawak’s legal environment of rule-by-law legalism offered avenues for dispossessed claimants to seek redress in the courts. A second consequence of resistance through the legal system was that even when court cases have not restored property to those claiming it under customary principles, they provided the basis for popular narratives of mobilization to contest property settlements. For example, a customary annual celebration of “Warriors Day” by members of Sarawak’s indigenous groups has incorporated the retelling of an early court decision to award compensation to members of one group into community ceremonies, creating an awareness of shared experience and suggesting a pathway of cooperative mobilization (Majid Cooke, 2003: 278).

(b) Legal pluralism: West Kalimantan

Authority over land administration and the legal framework governing land acquisition for oil palm development has been fractured, contradictory, and unstable across all of Indonesia. The 1960 Basic Agrarian Law governing all land administration has always overlapped with the laws governing management of the forest estate, and the forestry laws have undergone significant revisions since 1999. Management of
natural resources has devolved to the regions, but much authority over forest land remains officially with the central government. The revised forestry law of 1999 and its later revisions contradict the regional autonomy laws, spawning a “decade of ambiguity over which levels of government have authority to allocate land and forest rights” (Nielson, 2010). Because most of the land under oil palm has been converted from the forest estate, permits for oil palm planting issued by local governments have frequently had a contested legal basis.

Compounding the uncertainty created by overlapping mandates of central and local government, land administration has been confused by incomplete and contradictory mapping and land registration records (Resosudarmo, Pradnya, Oka, & Utomo, 2014, pp. 262–265). Land use has frequently conflicted with spatial planning laws, and the boundaries of concession allocations for oil palm and forestry development are often subject to overlapping claims. Partly this situation stems from disarray and inadequate capacity in the bureaucratic agencies responsible; more fundamentally it arises from the legal environment governing land in Indonesia: laws giving coercive control to state agencies exist alongside routine violations of legal principles and protections (McCarthy, 2006; Peluso, 2008). The Basic Agrarian Law of 1960 enshrined the state’s right of control and has caused dispossession, leaving about 80% of all Indonesian landholders without formal title and in a “world of legal uncertainty” (Fitzpatrick, 2007b, pp. 136–139).

When Indonesia was under authoritarian rule until 1998, land acquisition for extensive palm oil plantations in West Kalimantan was secured largely through coercive means and, even in the democratic era, extra-legal coercion, intimidation and manipulation by company representatives, village and district government heads, and police and military actors remain common in the “partnership” schemes that link large plantations to local smallholders (Potter, 2009; Sirait, 2009). These schemes have legal foundations, and in this sense legalization has been an instrument in securing access to land by privileged interests while often simultaneously dispossessioning customary land owners (Pichler, 2015). However, the property regime has also been marked by pervasive legal uncertainty and conflict (Fortin, 2011).

West Kalimantan’s legal environment has been marked by legal pluralism since the start of democratization in 1999. Legal pluralism exists when fundamentally different sources of legal authority operate in the same territorial or functional jurisdiction (Merry, 1988). In Indonesia, democratization and decentralization since 1999 has led to an increase in the status of customary law, known as adat (Fitzpatrick, 2007b). Although national-level political and legal authorities have granted only limited recognition of customary law, they have been forced to cede some ground to community groups who have promoted customary law and argued against the legal framework that privileged state property claims and overrode customary property institutions (McCarthy, 2000, 2006; Peluso, 2008; Pichler, 2015). A Constitutional Court ruling in 2013 recognized customary law-based claims to forest land, strengthening a pathway to the recognition of property claims based on customary law (Butt, 2014; Forest Peoples Programme, 2013). The recognition is tied, however, to ethnic mobilization strategies of “indigenous” groups in recognized customary communities. In West Kalimantan, such customary communities have been unusually powerful, due to a high level of mobilization along ethnic lines, which has cemented an ethnic Dayak identity (Davidson, 2009).

Resistance to contested allocations of land for oil palm development has largely taken physical form in West Kalimantan, targeting both plantation companies and the local government, as well as small-scale settlers from outside Kalimantan granted land in partnership with plantation companies. Resistance has been organized along ethnic lines, with local Dayak communities often forging alliances with other Dayak communities in the province and elsewhere in Indonesia. Many case studies describe different resistance actions, from protests outside company offices to protests at the local legislature, direct action to blockade company access roads and (more rarely) sabotage of company property or violence against company personnel. 5 Formal legal action through the courts has been rare. In one compilation of land conflicts during 1998–2001, only one of twenty documented cases involved a legal mode, and even in this case it is unclear whether any lawsuit was filed, since the threat to take the company to court was “not acceptable” to the district government (Potter, 2009, pp. 111, 118–119). Another compilation of land conflicts related to palm oil in West Kalimantan during 1997–2001 gave summary details of twenty-five conflicts, of which two included action taken by aggrieved local parties based on customary law judgements. All others consisted of demonstrations, blockades, and protests to the company or local government (Kalimantan Review, 2001, p. 14).

Community-based customary law institutions operating outside the formal legal system have become de facto part of the legal environment, often issuing “adat fines” or sanctions against companies. They appear to provide negotiating resources, as companies often do pay such fines and investors wanting land have increasingly had to engage in community consultation and negotiation. 6 Resistance through direct action protests and the invocation of customary law has thus raised the costs of oil palm development in West Kalimantan, causing some companies to renegotiate compensation and sometimes leave projects. 7 To the extent such resistance is successful, it is politically mediated, resting on democratization and anti-palm oil ethnic mobilization, with the palm oil industry often figuring prominently in local electoral politics (Potter, 2009). Companies and their patrons in local government have responded to more effective resistance by offering more concessions, providing greater compensation payments and widening the bases of co-option. The property regime remains negotiated rather than legalized, with even the customary law avenue of resistance more used as a negotiating resource than a route to unambiguous legal title.

The customary authorities empowered by the new legal pluralism of West Kalimantan’s legal environment have every reason to oppose a liberal, property regime based on generalized principles of law: legal pluralism endows them with a basis for discretionary decision-making and cements their status. As Catherine Boone (2013, p. 199) has observed with regard to much of rural Africa, such “neo-customary” local institutions are “non-liberal, both in the way they define property and in the way they define political authority and citizenship.” Absent a return to intensive central state efforts to codify and “make legible” through regularized, transparent systems of law and property registration (Scott, 2013), those privileged in such localized systems enjoy a strong position in a discretionary property regime negotiated at the local level.

(c) Lawlessness: Riau

As in West Kalimantan, land administration in Riau is subject to overlapping authority and contested legal mandates, amid extensive deviations from the rule of law. A fractured,
contradictory, and disorganized land administration system has formed the backdrop for oil palm expansion. Unlike West Kalimantan, recognition of customary law has been low and customary or adat communities have not mobilized effectively (Afrizal, 2009). The contested legal status of oil palm plantations has not slowed the province’s phenomenal increase in the oil palm planted area, but has afforded cultivators useful deniability for illegal burning and cover against allegations that investors failed to compensate local land owners (Hamilton-Hart and Palmer, 2016).

Riau’s legal environment is one in which illegality has become routinized, in that both local and national laws and regulations are routinely ignored in practice. This “lawlessness” marks much of the oil palm industry, as strikingly indicated by the extent to which oil palm has been planted without formal legal authority in terms of the various use-rights and permits required by law. In 2014, the Minister of Forestry asserted that half of Riau’s oil palm planted area had been planted without the necessary permits to operate and was illegal (Antara News, 2014). Illegal planting in protected national park areas and on deep peatlands have been extensive and is rumoured to involve local politicians and powerholders operating outside of their official roles, referred to in the press as “rogue” officials (Potter, 2015; Sagita, 2015; WWF (Worldwide Fund for Nature), 2013). Confusion and contestation over the boundaries of concessions allocated to oil palm firms is also pervasive: the maps of different government agencies (and of the firms) often conflict. The willingness to make large investments without clear, legal cover points to the relatively low importance of legalization in Riau.

Unlike in Sarawak, legal avenues of resistance have rarely been used in Riau. There are almost no court cases brought by local communities wishing to contest palm oil development on land that they claim to be rightfully theirs. Compared with West Kalimantan, those resisting coercive land reallocations have been relatively unsuccessful. Dispossessed land claimants have protested and vented anger directly to the palm oil companies and local government leaders (both at the district and provincial level), through demonstrations, writing letters, blocking access roads and sometimes destroying property, but largely without receiving either a return of land or adequate monetary compensation (Afrizal, 2009; Irawan, 2011).

On occasion, local government leaders have supported those protesting land acquisitions for oil palm. One district head, for example, ordered a company operating unpermitted on land subject to overlapping claims by both local farmers and two other companies to cease operations, but the company was reported as simply ignoring the district head (Sagita, 2015). In another district, the local government has led a genuinely smallholder-focused oil palm scheme that has positively incorporated members of poor communities who might otherwise have remained marginalized and dispossessed by the expansion of plantations (McCarthy et al., 2012, p. 563).

Very recently, local NGOs involved in documenting and protesting coercive land reallocations in Riau have begun developing legal claims based upon customary law. For the most part, however, local activist groups in Riau have failed to focus attention on violations of customary property rights (Afrizal, 2009). The relative lack of mobilization in customary law communities arises from the weak position of adat in Riau, due to earlier land seizures that routinely ignored customary claims and entrenched local elites with an interest in plantation crop development (Hoshur, 1997; Potter and Baddock, 2004). Unlike in West Kalimantan, where indigenous Dayak identity became the rallying point for political mobilization and anti-palm oil protest, indigenous groups in Riau have been relatively marginalized. Those officially recognized as living in adat communities are comparatively very few, while the province’s numerically large ethnic Malay population has remained fragmented politically, despite a cultural revival of Malay identity in the 1990s (Hoshur, 1997; Setyawati, 2011).

Facing ineffective resistance that has largely not taken legal form, investors in the oil palm industry in Riau have gained sufficient assurances for protection through decentralized benefit-sharing with political powerholders, as well as extensive co-option of both large and small landholders (Hamilton-Hart and Palmer, 2016; Potter, 2015). In the absence of legalized challenges, they appear to be relatively unconcerned with gaining legal cover for land acquisitions. In these circumstances, the evolution of the property rights regime governing land for oil palm in Riau has been one of increasing material benefit-sharing, to the extent it has been politically necessary, without the development of effective constituencies for legalization.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Incentives for change in the property rights regime are not purely a function of political conditions such as the distribution of political power. Rather, incentives for change depend on the forms of resistance to the settlements imposed by the current property regime. In turn, the form that resistance takes is shaped by the legal environment. Sarawak’s highly centralized political system co-exists with a legal environment of rule-by-law legalism, which has allowed for legalized forms of resistance not seen in the other cases. In Riau and West Kalimantan, the legal environments of “lawlessness” and legal pluralism respectively have meant that resistance has taken the form of bargaining, political pressure and direct confrontation.

Land acquisitions for palm oil in Sarawak show formal legalism at work in the property regime. Although law does not restrain coercive property reallocations in favor of elite interests, formal legalism has created the grounds for legalized forms of resistance. The use of the court by those resisting coercive property reallocations has in turn created a potential pathway to the law becoming something other than a tool of the politically privileged. It has meant that privileged actors have shown an interest in gaining legal cover for their acquisitions, even when they have achieved them through extra-legal means. A more decentralized power structure after the state’s Chief Minister stepped down at the end of 2014 after 34 years in power may in future reduce the capacity of elites to make instrumental use of the legal system. Although this has yet to occur, the foundations for such a transition are in place.

Legal pluralism in West Kalimantan has created additional bargaining resources available to dispossessed claimants. Legal pluralism is thus a factor delivering evolutionary, negotiated change in particular property settlements, with customary law becoming a bargaining resource in negotiations between local communities and oil palm companies. For those so empowered, a negotiated property regime is more rewarding than rule of law liberalism, which would reduce the local discretion that is their source of advantage. Thus even with the diffusion of power brought about by decentralization and democratization, influential groups have little interest in mobilizing for institutional change in the direction of generalized legal certainty in property rights protection.

The Riau case shows that outcomes are not driven purely by the diffusion of power. Power in Riau has been no less frag-
mented since 2001 than in West Kalimantan, but the property regime in practice has been largely “lawless”, with almost no recourse to either the courts or customary law as a bargaining resource to resist property reallocations. Routine illegality in land acquisitions and conversion to oil palm did not prevent large-scale investment in the industry, which has grown faster in Riau than in almost any other province (Hamilton-Hart and Palmer, 2016). To the extent that decentralization and democratization have empowered the dispossessed, their routes to influence have notably avoided the legal system. This is consistent with path dependence in the dynamics of institutional change: in “lawless” environments where there is very limited legal enforcement and even the fig-leaf of pro-forma legalism is mostly absent, change is more likely to take the form of renegotiated property settlements as local power and interests shift. In Riau, to the extent that violent coercion has been unable to contain resistance in the post-democratization era, both elites and their challengers have pursued material benefit-sharing, rather than institutional reform of the property regime.

All cases remain a long way from providing generalized protection of property claims through legal means. Even in Sarawak, legalized resistance to coercive property reallocations has been met with coercion and instrumental legalism by power-holders. However, legalized resistance has prompted those benefiting from coercive and sometimes confused processes of land acquisition to gain relatively clear legal cover for land so acquired. This legalism, still formal and instrumental rather than approximating something like the rule of law, potentially lays the foundations for a subsequent transformation toward more universal legal certainty (Thompson, 1975). Even the groundwork for such a transformation is remote in Riau and West Kalimantan, where the property regime in the democratic era has met resistance through informal accommodation and exchange.

NOTES

1. Such agencies have also been responsible for a vast output of research investigating the antecedents and consequences of legalized property rights protection (Hadfield & Weingast, 2014).

2. Conflicts have been extensively documented by many researchers. See, for example, Colchester & Jiwan, 2006; Dewi, 2013; Jiwan, 2013; Nesadurai, 2010; Suhakam (Human Rights Commission of Malaysia), 2013.

3. The experience of engagement with the courts has thus enabled a “hidden transcript” of resistance that underlies and makes possible more overt resistance. See Scott, 1990.
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